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Self-service is a type of service, where a customer can perceive his/her buying action with more self-involvement. Since a customer has an impact on the quality of the creation of the service experience, it naturally has an effect on the image of the company. The loyalty to a store or a brand is affected by the customer’s experience as well. This effect on customer attraction to a company is an important variable in business. The literature therefore identified four main loyalty forms in the area of consumer behavior: brand loyalty, vendor loyalty, store loyalty and service loyalty.

Before installation and during the usage of self-service automated systems, it is useful for vendors to know if it would not discourage some customers. Yet, the effect of self-service option deployment on customer loyalty is not known. The purpose of the research was to investigate and relate certain consumers’ traits to the usage/preference of self-service technology. It was discovered that, on average, more than 50% are active users and prefer ASS to personal service. The discovery of enhanced attitude towards a company, which offers self-service option, suggests opportunities of new type of loyalty development.

The structure of the paper is determined by the scope of the research purpose. In the first two parts of the paper, the theoretical framework behind the proposed approach was evaluated. The methodological and analysis chapter discusses consumer behavior from a service and store loyalty perspective. The hypothesis of this paper is that the choice of self-service technology leads to a trait in that technology, resulting in a positive attitude towards the company. The empirical research is based on a sample of 547 respondents and addresses the potential existence of technology-driven loyalty. Usage patterns and opinions are assessed. Comparison of means and binomial regression were used to test for significant linkages between traits and usage/preference for self-service technologies.

Research objectives were: a) review the literature about consumer interaction with self-service technologies and identify missing contradictions in existing knowledge b) describe consumer traits, that are influential for certain attitudes towards self-service technologies c) evaluate the importance of different consumer traits for preference and usage, using a statistical analysis and data from the survey; classify the traits on demographical parameters and d) provide recommendations for further exploration and implications for practical application.

The findings indicate that consumers with a positive attitude towards self-service machines express an increased attraction to service providers. However, the frequency of usage has not a significant impact on the perception off self-service technology attributes. Furthermore, the findings show that the perceived advantages of self-service technology are homogenous among various users groups. The enhanced attitude towards a company, which offers a self-service option, suggests opportunities of a new type of loyalty development. Moreover, customers were grouped by demographic variables, indicating that younger and higher income customers are more loyal to technology-related service attributes.
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Introduction

The increasing presence of self-service points in financial, communication, retail and other sectors has sparked an academic interest in technology and customer interaction. In published studies, the acceptance and rejection of machines (Parasuraman, 2000, Curran et al, 2003), situational and other influences on usage (Dabholkar and Bagozzi, 2002), satisfaction factors (Meuter et al, 2000) and the effect of age (Dean, 2008) were studied. However, the impact on loyalty of self-service was covered only partially (Selnes, 2001).

This article is relevant to consumer behavior researchers and self-service systems developers. Although loyalty is not a new or unstudied topic, the attachment to systems, in which there is no personal contact is poorly researched in the Lithuanian market. Therefore, the findings and recommendations are primarily useful for marketing studies and practical decisions for vendors.

Before the installation and during the usage of self-service automated systems, vendors would like to know if some customers become discouraged. There is also the potential for a positive effect on customer attraction. However, very little research has been done on the effect of customer loyalty from self-service option deployment.

The purpose of the research: to reflect Lithuanian consumers’ perceptions of automated self-service from the perspective of technology-driven loyalty; and provide a base, as well as dataset, for further research.

Research objectives:

1) In-depth literature review on consumer interaction with self-service technologies and identify missing gaps/contradictions in the existing research.

---

1 Technology-driven loyalty is a term of this paper. It means type of loyalty that is technology-related, as opposite to person-related.
2) Specify research directions, based on the analyzed literature and practical applicability point of view. Describe consumer traits that are influential for certain attitudes towards self-service technologies.

3) Evaluate the importance of different consumer traits for preference and usage, using statistical analysis and data from surveys. Classify the traits within demographical parameters.

4) Provide recommendations for further exploration and implications for practical application.

Customer loyalty, in times of increasing competition, has become an important concept in marketing studies. Companies are adopting loyalty programs to retain customers. Consumer behavior and especially loyalty is a key element of strategic management, allowing companies to create a sustainable advantage in a highly competitive environment. Loyalty is largely associated with confidence and allows companies to set prices a bit higher - which allows for more investment in research and development.

According to Oliver (1999), loyalty is a “deeply held commitment to rebuy or repatronize a preferred product/service consistently in the future, thereby causing repetitive same brand or same brand-set purchasing despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the potential to cause switching behavior”.

Consumer loyalty has become, in times of increasing competition, an important concept in marketing research. Companies are running loyalty programs to retain customers. Consumer behavior, and particularly loyalty, is a core element of strategic management as it enables companies to build up a sustainable advantage in a highly competitive environment. Significant loyalty is related to trust and allows companies to charge slightly higher prices: a benefit which allows them to invest more in research and development.

Research objectives were met: related literature review led to the raising of a hypothesis and testing with sample data. Moreover, the trait of interest was identified and measured. Results of analysis enabled the drawing of conclusions and provided a solution recommendation to the problem.

In a separate part of the questionnaire on self-service system characteristics, respondents identified a number of key advantages and disadvantages. This practical advice to both producers and users (developers), which feature self-service systems, should be highlighted in advertising to improve or transform the opinion about them.

First, the self-service system feature perception is not significantly different between those shoppers who frequently use technology, and those who are reluctant to use them. This reflects the opinion of the technology at a relatively objective, undistorted level. However, it is important to know exactly on what characteristics self-service systems’ developers should focus on in order to turn potential customers into regular users.

Second, the perception of the advantages in the different user groups (frequent and occasional users) is almost identical. People believe that the self-service option is faster, more convenient and provides greater privacy. In addition to these, a unique understanding is that the use of self-service machines is fun. Interestingly, frequent users distinguish the convenience as the main reason for using while non-users think that usage is driven by the fun that the users experience. The logical conclusion is that, in order to encourage more consumers to try self-service, speed and fun must be stressed less. Rather, the emphasis should be put on the convenience and easiness of fulfilling the need. To put it simply: if consumers know that the self-service option is not just a playful tool for paying, but really a high performance platform, focused on the needs of customers, the company can expect more consumers who are able to decide between service type alternatives depending on the situation, rather than follow the “I always do so” rule.

On the other hand, a significant portion of respondents named the lack of functionality (or functions) of self-service machines. Functionality may deter some users who are concerned about the low flexibility (discount card) or bonuses that are lost (discount coupons). These are the standard complementary activities carried out by staff. Therefore, another marketing message should be to strengthen the technical (ease of use and multi-functionality) side, ensuring that customers will not lose any of the services and accessories.

The most important question about the new technology is the actual consumer segment, which is most likely to be interested in trying it. Therefore, demographic details of respondents were collected and classified within certain categories. The sample is sufficiently diverse in terms of demographics, so a broader generalization could be done. More detailed data is presented in charts. It is not surprising that marketing efforts should be aimed at younger (less than 35 years old) people. Education is not a “one-way” factor: students and university graduates are more attracted to innovation - the research results confirm this intuition. On the other hand, those who have high school or college educations are less enthusiastic for self-service systems.

Although both types: college and university education is considered higher (tertiary), there is quite a significant disparity of opinions between graduates. Difference of preferences (for self-service or for regular personal service) is over 20% between the two education categories. The category of “incomplete higher education” is potentially inaccurate due to wording in the questionnaire. It may be that some respondents who are still in the studying process indicated this type of education, instead of marking their highest completed level.

Another aspect is the loyalty to technological solutions. Based on observations, neither age nor education is linearly dependent features. However, family composition plays a fairly important role. One can guess that there are some psychological reasons. For example, behavior is uneven between young people who already have their own families and those who do not have it yet. Similarly, people who live with their parents and those who live alone, respond differently. Usually people, who are less family-involved, expressed more agreement to “technology-driven loyalty” statements. Theoretically, the use of self-service can be associated with the level of personal autonomy in the broader sense.

Finally, the income ratio is a significant indicator of loyalty to technological solutions. The technology-based
loyalty trait is almost linearly dependent on monthly income: the higher it is the more "technology-loyal" the respondent is. Another important observation is that the highest income category (> 2000Ltl) respondents are about 20% more likely to choose self-service instead of employee service. This is an important message - there are two customer segments, where self-service promotion is effective. These segments include: a) young, independent people or b) people with higher income (regardless of age). These groups are likely to appreciate the new alternative of self-service automates. This leads to a more favorable attitude towards a company and increases loyalty by fulfilling the specific needs of customers.

**Theoretical Framework**

In a fundamental study, Cunningham (1956) showed the importance of brand loyalty as an element of the consumer behavior process. Other scholars have stressed upon vendor loyalty, store loyalty and service loyalty (Dick & Basu, 1994). However, the concepts of loyalty are often mixed, which inspired various scholars to point out the differences (Jacoby, 1971; Jacoby & Kyner, 1987; Newman & Werbel, 1973).

Jacoby and Kyner (1973) attempt to explain brand loyalty according to six necessary and sufficient conditions. It includes the notion that a verbal statement (intention) to buy does not automatically result in a purchase. Loyalty has therefore to be (a) biased (nonrandom) and be followed by a (b) behavioral response. It has to occur at, minimum, (c) two different points in time and be made by a (d) decision making union which can either be the user, purchaser or even by a collection of individuals. In order to be considered as brand loyal, the decision-making unit has to (e) select at least one brand out of a set of brands containing competing alternatives. In addition it needs to be a (f) function of the decision making, evaluative processes. Jacoby and Chestnut (1978) confirm that most studies have focused on behavioral outcomes, rather than on measuring what went on in the minds of customers. Prior studies determined therefore the frequency of purchase, the proportion of the purchase devoted to a given brand and the probability of purchase (Caruna, 2000).

Service loyalty is defined as the degree to which a consumer is willing to use a service provider on a regular basis, possesses a positive attitudinal disposition towards this provider, and does not even consider using another service provider for this service (Gremmler and Brown, 1996). According to Virvilaite et. al. (2009), service price-value, service quality and customers’ service are the main determinants of customers’ loyalty.

Bloemer and de Ruyter (1998) define store loyalty as the biased behavioral response expressed over time, by some decision making unit with respect to one store out of a set of stores, which is a function of psychological processes resulting in brand commitment. This definition is an adaptation of the brand loyalty definition of Jacob and Chestnut (1978) by adding store commitment. Store commitment is defined as the pledging and binding of an individual to a store. This can be achieved by the usage of loyalty cards, which have gained worldwide popularity. Recent studies (in Lithuania) have, however, shown that loyalty programs rather stimulate sales than enhance loyalty (Bagdoniene, & Jakstaite, 2007).

Unlike store loyalty, which focuses on the relationship of an individual to a retail establishment, vendor loyalty is rather important for industrial goods and reflects the fidelity an organization gives to a supplier. For industrial products, the switching costs are significantly higher than for consumer goods, evolving into a “pair of commitments by two parties over time (Jackson, 1987). Customer switching behavior itself is determined by factors supporting customer-switching behavior as well as by factors, which are repressing customer-switching behavior (Zikiene & Bakanauskas, 2009). Bagdoniene and Jakstaite (2007) investigated Lithuanian consumers’ loyalty in three retail store chains. They have discovered that the loyalty programs (cards), currently applied, do not really foster loyalty. They barely pull customers to certain preference, beyond pure economical reasons. However, the true loyalty does not cherish as consumers often (~30%) own few loyalty cards and purchase according to offerings. Hence, they are price-, but not brand-dependent. An issue of loyalty nurture may be of interest in this investigation.

Day and Jacoby suggest a two-dimensional construct, including both behavioral and attitudinal aspects (Day, 1969; Jacoby, 1971). Attitudinal aspects deal with various feelings and emotions from an individual’s overall attachment with a product, service or organization, defining the degree of loyalty (Fornier, 1994; Hallowell, 1996). Consumers must hold a positive attitude towards a product or service in order to use it on a frequent basis (Bove and Johnson, 2009). Behavioral aspects are related to the definition of loyalty, which is suggested by the service management literature. It focuses on repeat purchase services of the same provider, increasing the scale or scope of relationship, or buying on recommendation (Yi, 1990).

Olivier provides an overview about relationship satisfaction and loyalty (Oliver, 1999). Loyalty and Satisfaction can therefore be described as separate manifests of the same concept, the first one being the core concept of the second one or simply as a component or element. Whereby most authors see satisfaction and loyalty somehow linked, Prus and Randall (1995) explicitly exclude satisfaction as a sufficient criterion. Bagdoniene and Jakstaite (2006) see “the interaction of enterprise and customer determined by particularities of goods (services)” as having a higher impact on customer loyalty than satisfaction. However, the existence of a possible relationship of both concepts would be essential, as various studies have already proven a strong link between customer satisfaction and financial outcomes (Keiningham et al. 1999, Anderesøn, Fornell and Lehmann, 1994). Satisfaction has furthermore a positive relationship with the profitability of a firm (Hallowell, 1996).

Olivier has also adapted his own definition, which includes both attitudinal and behavioral aspects by adding the act of consuming (Oliver, 1997; Oliver 1999). In 1997 he introduced a four-stage loyalty model (cognitive, affective, conative and action), suggesting that different aspects of loyalty do not emerge simultaneously, but rather
consecutively over time (Blut et al., 2007). His approach identifies loyalty phases and suggests that consumers can become loyal at various stages (Oliver, 1999):

During the cognitive phase, the consumers base their decision on brand attribute information, which is available to the consumer. Consumers base their decision on recent experiences or on vicarious knowledge. Affective loyalty is based on a positive attitude (liking), which consumers have developed towards a brand. In case consumers feel dissatisfied with a specific brand, the selection of an alternative brand is likely. At the conative stage (or behavioral disposition), loyalty development is determined by repeated events of positive affects toward a brand and suggests a brand-specific commitment to repurchase. In the final action loyalty stage, the intention of the conative stage is transferred into action. The mechanism is termed “action control sequence” (Kuhl & Beckmann, 1985).

Dick and Basu (1994) define loyalty as the “relationship between relative attitude and repeat patronage”. Relative attitude explains why consumers might hold a positive attitude towards one brand, but due to comparable or greater attitude extremity towards other brands, the brand is not frequently bought. The degree of relative attribute is determined by the degree of attitudinal strength (extremity towards a brand) and the degree of attitudinal differentiation (perceived differentials of brand attributes). Both authors suggest the final degree of loyalty (loyalty, latent loyalty, spurious loyalty, no loyalty) to a brand to be determined by the relative attitude and by repeat patronage.

A problem in the existing literature about Self-service technologies is the lack of direct investigation about loyalty. Curran et al., (2003) notes that a “very real concern for managers is the potential loss of brand identification with the increasing use of technology in the service encounter. Given this possibility, the potentially negative ramifications of incorporating more technology into the service environment must be explored further.” The aspect of acceptance or rejection and the influence of situation to technology anxiety are explored to some extent. However, many authors point out, that there is still space for research in practical self-service implementation. “Future research must study the impact of the outcomes of SST use on the level of loyalty displayed by the customers” (Weijters et al. (2007). Other scholars point out similar problems. “How does the lack of human contact affect loyalty, and what are the determinants of service loyalty regarding SSTs? Is it easier for customers to switch, and if so, how can loyalty be built into these situations?” (Meuter et al., 2000).

Yet, the usage of ASS is related to the loyalty or attraction to a specific company. In certain situations the SST is not an alternative, but the only option. In such a case, a customer is “forced” to use the technology. Reinders, Dabholkar & Frambach (2008) addressed the consequences of forced SST usage. Their first conclusion is that forcing consumers to use TBSS leads to an unfavorable attitude towards both: TBSS and the provider (Reinders et al., 2008). Additionally, forced use results in negative word-of-mouth and switching intention. Conversely, attitudes toward TBSS are influential for positive word-of-mouth and also affect the switching intentions (better attitude towards TBSS reduces the intention to change either the point-of-sale or the route).

Fred Selnes and Håvard Hansen (2001) discussed the issue of loyalty from the perspective of self-service development. In the service delivery process, the social bond between customers and service employees may be present. However, as the service gets automated, this bond is reduced or completely eliminated. How this phenomenon affects loyalty was one of the main research questions. For the investigation the customers of a particular bank were approached and a sample of 195 people was formed – all of them claiming to have some personal relationship with bank employees.

It was observed that the level of usage of personal service is correlated with loyalty, whereas self-service is not (Selnes & Hansen, 2001). Another relevant conclusion is that the transformation from personal service to self-service will have a positive effect on social bonds in high-complexity relationships (Selnes & Hansen, 2001). Authors mark the need to investigate the mechanisms of how the social bonding processes can be imitated, or even improved through technological solutions. Self-service systems may vary in their reliability and functionality, which are very likely to affect their impact on customer loyalty (Selnes & Hansen, 2001).

Research about Lithuanians interaction with innovations, especially self-service platforms is scarce. No academic paper, discussing interaction with self-service technologies (with the exception of e-banking and online shopping) was found at the time of writing this paper. According to the Lithuanian Consumer Institute no study concerning self-service technologies was ever performed at that institute. Research/Consulting firms such as Baltic Surveys, TNS Gallup, AC Nielsen stated, that they never had an order for research, concerning consumer and SST relation.

**Hypothesis**

A self-service gas station or self-service checkout has principally the same features in terms of personal service as bank employees. They are the subject for the social bond between the customers and personnel. However, as the latter gets replaced by automated self-service, can this loyalty transfer “in one piece” to sophisticated technology? McKenzie (2006) concluded that among Estonians, there is “an expectation for the retailer to allow the shopper to exert their own sense of shopping capabilities and, therefore, it is needed to provide self-service tools and information”. This conclusion attempts to suggest that in order to attract or keep the customers, companies must deploy the automated self-service option. Additionally, Meuter et al. (2000) marked, that the loyalty to a company, that was lost due to low performing personnel, may be retrieved with sophisticated ASS.

Therefore, low satisfaction leads to the loss of loyalty over competitors, who offer higher quality personal service. Sophisticated SST may retrieve the loyalty; compensating for low performing trained professionals (Meuter et al., 2000). Selnes & Hansen (2001) observed that the level of usage of personal service has a strong positive correlation with loyalty, whereas self-service does nor. So the question is: can technological superiority over competitors offer customers value and foster loyalty comparable to that of personal service. According to
Dovaliene & Virvilaite (2008), an increase of customer value can create and maintain long-term relationships among consumers and retailers. Weiters et al. (2005) suggested measuring the direct result of the outcomes of SST usage on the level of loyalty displayed by the customers. It is noteworthy that high and low previous usage does not significantly influence the attitude towards providers (Reinders et al., 2009).

**Methodology and Analysis**

In this study, consumer loyalty is studied from a service and store loyalty perspective. Conceptually, service loyalty is related to the product and store loyalty is related to the brand. The product of service is the interpersonal relationship. While there are measures and techniques for development of this relationship, loyalty to service without personnel is not a familiar construct. Therefore, the article is intended to shed light on this special field for consumer behavior research.

Interpersonal service (like that from a barber or doctor) is out of the scope of this study, as such service is impractical to be done by oneself. However, some other services (cashier, gas station assistant) are available as self-service. This type does not require a human employee and defers all the related issues to the interaction with automated machines. Such self-service technologies are referred to as SST in the text. Specifically, those include the self-checkout and self-service gas station. Online services are not included as they are practically different types of self-services (interaction with a computer, but not with a special automate).

The research consists of literature review, theoretical model, survey and statistical analysis. The questionnaires were split into two settings: a portion (54%) of questionnaires was filled-out on the Internet, the other – in the field (46%). In total 547 completed forms were collected with a gender distribution of 54, 8% being females. The necessary number of observations for a type of statistical analysis, used in this research, is 300 (Dikcius, 2005).

Respondents were almost equally distributed in terms of preferred type a) personal or b) automated self-service usage. The sample consisted of inhabitants of Vilnius – the capital of Lithuania. Mainly respondents were young (<26) with higher education and a monthly income of 1500 Litas or more.

The questions were formulated as statements, exposed for evaluation in the 5-point Likert scale. Furthermore, demographical data was collected, together with additional insights about perceived SST attributes (speed, convenience, etc.). In a further step, the answers were coded, grouped and analyzed by using various statistical tools (SPSS). The comparison of means between groups of SST users (and non-users), correlation analysis, and Logit regression were used.

The theoretical background for hypothesis testing was formulated from the previous research and adjusted with those SST which the respondents are most likely to have faced in their daily operations: self check-out and self-service gas stations or car washes. A supplementary set of questions covered technologies that are desirable in the Lithuanian market, but which are yet not broadly available.

Theoretical construct of the link. Technology-driven loyalty was developed as a trait which a consumer may possess. The strength was measured by using a set of questions with the Likert scale. Later the score was assigned to one of two poles: either attracted to technological solutions or not. As shown in Figure 1, the certain choice of technology leads to a trait of technology loyalty and later transforms into loyalty to a company.

Sample split. Meuter noted that the online survey participants can have a generally more positive attitude toward SSTs than the general population (Meuter et al., 2000). To cope with this, researchers Selnes & Hansen (2001) used a sample split into internet and non-online bank service users. “This procedure, we believe, increased variation in our independent variables” (Selnes & Hansen, 2001). To reduce (or eliminate) the biases, the field survey was performed with the objective of reaching a diverse (in terms of: education, occupation, age) population as well as to ensure the representation of genders and various income levels along with family profiles.

**Figure 1. Theoretical construct (ASS – Automated self-service)**

Sampling Criteria. As mentioned earlier, the target of the survey is a diverse sample of the public. Therefore, attention was paid to selecting respondents with as many different demographic characteristics as possible. They were targeted towards not only young peers, but also to some institutions with various types of occupations (technical, creative and similar) and demographical groups (age, gender). The field target was intended to ensure variety in occupation, age, gender equality, and variations in education and income as well. The previously planned division of the field sample into three parts (setting-specific) was later adjusted for more sections, as the time consumed/response rate was not good enough to continue at the present pace. The adjusted setting was widened by visiting more points of concentration: (a) two shopping malls, (b) bus/train station, (c) International airport, (d)

Public Clinic, (e) Social Security Office, (f) Vehicle Registration office, (g) City Municipality, (h) Labor Exchange, (i) public transportation lines and (j) the National Registry Center.

Since people were approached in conditions where they generally are waiting to be served by a particular institution, the refusal to participate rate was low. Overall, the response on average was 60%.

Analysis of Technology driven loyalty

Technology driven loyalty relation to the usage of ASS technologies was analyzed using an independent samples t-test. Results are: $t= -5.198$ (at 0.000) for self-service checkout. $t= -3.207$ for self-service gas station/car-wash (at 0.001). Therefore, it is concluded, that the link between variables exists. The absolute differences of means are: -0.59806 (SCO); -0.35972 (SGS), suggesting that actual usage of technology corresponds to the score of technology-driven loyalty.

Furthermore, the Student’s t-test (comparison of means within two groups) was applied for relation between T-DL and the free choice of service type when there is an alternative present. $T= -9.099$, marking an even greater significance, and the absolute difference is -0.96038. This leads to the conclusion that a subject with a preference for ASS (to PS) also reported a higher T-DL mean. Therefore, the null hypothesis (there is no relationship between usage and loyalty) is rejected. The test results are shown in Figure 2 above.

Results

The results from the analysis suggest that there is a connection between technology usage and reported technology-driven loyalty. These findings are notable, as (Weijters et al. 2007, Reinders et al. 2008) argued that such a link does not exist. However, it must be mentioned, that the concept of loyalty must be interpreted with reservation here. It was also found, that more innovative people are on average more attracted to companies with ASS services.

Discussion

This article covers the previously unexplored aspects of consumer interaction with self-service technologies, namely – the change in loyalty due to the automated service.

As hypothesized and discussed in the analysis section, the phenomenon of enhanced loyalty can be detected. Customers reported a different attraction to companies which offer the SST option. Those, who use SST, report being more attracted, than those, who use not.

To cover this finding in more details, a few things must be stated. First, the reported attraction does not necessarily constitute the existence of loyalty as such. As predefined in the literature review, loyalty is not just intentional (declared), but a repeated and conscious decision to repurchase at the same store (company). Yet, the statements were compared to “actions”, and it proved to be linked. Hence, the attitude has an impact on behavior at the examined setting. Furthermore, it can be concluded, that better attitude towards SST results in more usage and the user has a better attitude towards the company, which provides the service.

Therefore, the following paragraphs discuss the finding in these aspects: specific type of loyalty, recommended communication message and target audience. After reading this section, one might consider the applicability of findings and proper ways of implementation. In Figure 3 the relationship of age and service usage is displayed. As seen, people up to 35 years old generally prefer automated service.

Loyalty to service

It is common to consider customer service as something that is based on human interaction. Most consumers link the concept to friendly employees serving customers who appreciate it and come back to the store. Nonetheless, other surroundings, like music, cleanliness, ergonomics and numerous other factors are important as well. One such factor is the option to get served by your self – that literally drives a customer to achieve a service that complies with their expectations.

In Figure 4 the shifting preference between personal and automated service dependency from income is shown. It is visible that automated self service is more than 1.5 times more popular among the highest income category respondents, compared to the lowest.

Table 2: T-test Technology driven loyalty (Age, Education, Family, Income)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step (a)</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IGND</td>
<td>.417</td>
<td>.215</td>
<td>3,754</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>1,517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>.158</td>
<td>.105</td>
<td>2,252</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.133</td>
<td>1,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>.098</td>
<td>.106</td>
<td>.856</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.355</td>
<td>1,103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>.130</td>
<td>.113</td>
<td>1,320</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.251</td>
<td>.878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCE</td>
<td>.119</td>
<td>.089</td>
<td>1,770</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.183</td>
<td>1,126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-DL</td>
<td>.452</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>21,938</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1,571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.188</td>
<td>.974</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.847</td>
<td>1,207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. T-test Technology driven loyalty (Age, Education, Family, Income)
Although the self-service option is unimaginable in certain settings (dentist) or hardly welcome in some others (high class restaurant), there are many service points (one-item or routine purchase) where customers benefit from doing things themselves instead of being dependent on staff. Likewise, self-service reinforces the concept of customized service. Yet, what does the term technology-driven-loyalty mean?

In the survey, it was defined as a set of conflicting statements. First, an automated self-service offering company is more attractive as it provides the opportunity to satisfy specific needs. Second, a self-service without alternative personal service, is perceived as discrimination by some customers. Third, customers like a company which is constantly renewing its facilities and service delivery means. Fourth, a company which offers too many novelties is unattractive, because customers waste time when learning how to use them. Fifth, customers prefer some companies particularly for new and convenient service delivery solutions. Finally, new service delivery technologies increase nothing but confusion.

These statements represent the opinion of a respondent, which was later correlated with actual behavior. Respondents were divided in two categories: those who claim choosing Self-service whenever possible and those who choose personal service instead. By this correlation to questions, an observation is later plotted and a numerical output is produced. The three traits (innovativeness, personal service preference and technology-driven loyalty) are displayed in Figure 5. The left hand side shows results from a web survey (biased for younger) and the right hand side shows results from the field. At this point, it is only clear that the T-DL trait varies in age groups. Therefore, it should not be concluded that only younger people are potentially technology-loyal.
People who: a) prefer and b) actually use SST, report a more positive attitude (higher attraction) towards companies with this service option. The t-test result between different user categories is -9.098 (at 0.000 significance). This stays true not only for preference, but for behavioral choice (usage) as well. Furthermore, when compared to the personal service priority, the groups also differ. That is not surprising, however. The groups differ such that SST users do not like personal service. The fact draws attention to a specific aspect: there is a segment of consumers, who are not simply intent to try out novelties, but dislike the personal service (for some reasons) and look for an alternative in SST, in this context.

Conclusions

As was discovered from the question set on SST attributes, respondents pointed out few major drawbacks or benefits. This leads to a practical advice suggestion both for producers and implementers on what features of SST one should strengthen and promote and which one to improve.

First, the perception of SST attributes is not remarkably different between people who use the technologies frequently and those who avoid them. This suggests a rather objectivity of opinion. However, it is important to know what type of benefits of SST one should communicate to new customers and still expect a positive effect.

Second, the advantages perceived by different user groups are almost consistent. People do believe the SST are faster, more convenient and ensure more privacy. Besides these, exceptional is the perception of SST as being fun to use. Interestingly, SST users appreciate the convenience of service while non-users believe it is fun. The logical conclusion is that in order to encourage more users to try out the SST, the marketing message should concentrate less on fun and speed, and more on convenience and goal-achievement. Simply speaking, if customers are aware that the SST is not only designed for playful action at the store, but actually is a properly working platform for better needs fulfillment, a merchandiser might expect more and more users to decide between services, evaluating specific situational needs, instead of sticking to a “regular” service all the time.

On the other hand, a major drawback of SST is the lack of functions (or functionality), followed by “no consultation” of what is natural. Yet, the low functionality may discourage some potential users who may be worried about low flexibility (discount cards) or lost premiums (coupons) when addressing SST instead of personnel. Therefore, another marketing message should strengthen the technical (ease of use and many functions) side of automates to make sure customers are not afraid of being incapable.

The most important issue about new technologies is the actual consumer segment which is most likely to be keen on trying it out. Thus, the research covered respondents demographically in order to later classify and show the patterns of certain categories. The sample is various in terms of demographic description so that the generalization of results can be counted on. The main findings were that marketing efforts should aim at younger (up to 35 years old) people. Moreover, the education factor is not linear: students and university graduates tend to be more attracted to novelties and research results confirm this intuition. However, people with high school or college education are less likely to be SST enthusiasts. More details can be seen in the following illustration. It appears that college and university graduates have different opinions about self-service. Although one would consider both types of education to be not that different, clearly preferences are different for more than 20 % of respondents. The category of “some college education” is likely to be not very precise due to how it was formulated on the Lithuanian questionnaire. It could be that some students-in-progress indicated this type of education.

Another perspective is the very trait of technology-driven loyalty. According to the observations, age and education are not in linearly relationship with this trait. In contrast, family composition plays a quite important role. It may be speculated that there are some psychological reasons (dependent vs. independent young vs. people with children), but generally, people who are less family involved are more likely to express higher scores on the measurements of the TDL dimension. Finally, the income factor is the brightest indicator. Technology-driven loyalty is almost linearly dependent on monthly income: the higher it is, the more TD-loyal a respondent is. Another important remark is that customers in the highest income category (>2000Ltl) are almost 20% more likely to choose SST over personal service. This carries an important message – there are two customer segments, and addressing them might be fruitful for marketing efforts. Those are young, independent people or people with higher income (whatever the age). These are the groups that are most likely to appreciate the new service option. In turn, this leads to better attitudes towards a company and, supposedly, increases loyalty by satisfying the needs of such customers.
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**Žmogaus nevandaliui saitui: automatinės savitarnos poveikis pirkėjų lojalumui**

**Santrauka**

Populiariajyts savitarnos punktas finansų servise, rémimynas, atsegtas teknologijų ir klientų sąveika. Iš pasekėtų tyrimų tyrimai netrkėtų aspektų apima: savitarnas automatos įsiviečiamų arba atmetėjų (Parasuraman, 2000, Currn et al., 2003), situacijos ir kitų veiksnų naudojimą procese (Dahlbolkar ir Bagoozi darbuotojų, 2002), pasitenkinimo naudojimu veiksnius (Meuter et al., 2000) ir amžiaus įtaką (Dean, 2008). Tačiau neįvertintu, kaip savitarnose tinka tik sis (Dean, 2001).

Savitarnos yra tokio tipo paslaugal, kai klientas savitarej įsivikęs veiksmus kaip atmetimą ir savarankišką dalyvavimą kuriant aptarnavimą. Dabar klientai tampa všĮ poveikio pirkėjams kokybei, saugina ir suteikia konkurencinioje aplinkoje. Daugiausia išteklių aptarnavimo technologijų, apie ką kiekvienas gali sakyti, neapibrėžtas vartotojų veiksas su teikėjais, bet iš tikrų džiūgauja vartotojų veiksnių naudojimą.<br/>

**Gyvenimo tikslai**

Ieškomas požymis buvo aptiktas, nustatytas ir atskiro ataskaitos dalies apie savitarnos sistemų. Reikia tinkamai paaiškinti, kaip jis taptų patogu, lengviau pasiekiamas tikslas. Paprastai savitarnos poveikis pirkėjams atrodo patogus, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybė dešimtmečių kalnų, kurie neįvertina, kaip savitarnas teka ir arba atmetimą, nes yra daugybę
Todėl rinkodaros pranešimu reikia sustiprinti techninę (naudojimo paprastumas ir daug funkcijų) pusę, užtikrinant, kad klientai nepraras jokių paslaugų ir priedų.


Nors tiek kolegijos, tiek universitetinis išsilavinimas yra aukštas, tačiau gana kolegijų ir universitetų absolventų nuomonė apie savitarną skiriastis. Preferencijos (tarp savitarnos ir įprasto aptarnavimo) skiriamas yra daugiau kaip 20 % tarp šių išsilavinimo kategorijų.


Raktažodžiai: automatai, asmeninis aptarnavimas, lojalumas, savitarna, technologija, vartotojai.